PRE CUT OR SAW-CUT REGLET

FTR #101 SEALANT (TOOLED)

FTR ALUMINUM TERMINATION BAR, FASTEN WITH APPROVED FASTENERS (8" O.C.)

METAL COUNTER FLASHING

FTR FLASHING

FTR #190E ADHESIVE

GALVANIZED ANNULAR RING SHANK NAIL (6" O.C.)

WOOD BLOCKING ATTACHED @ 250 LBF/FT

HOT AIR WELD

FTR OR FTR-FB MEMBRANE

INSULATION ATTACHED PER SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL REFERENCE: "FTR GS 02/13"

APPLICABLE SYSTEMS: "FTR MA 02/13" "FTR AD 02/13" "FTR BA 02/13"

TYPICAL "MEMBRANE" WALL FLASHING HORIZONTAL BLOCKING W/SAWCUT REGLET
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